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A TUTORIAL ON HANKEL-NORM APPROXlMATlON 
KEITH GLOVER 
Abstract 
A self-contained derivation is presented of the characterization of all 
optimal Hankel-norm approximations to a given matrix-valued transfer function. 
The approach involves a state-space characterization of dl-pass systems as in 
the author's previous work, but has been greatly simplified. A section of 
preliminary results is included giving general results on linear fractional 
transformations, Hankel operators and all-pass systems. These results then can 
be applied to give the characterization of all optimal Hankel-norm 
approximations of a given stable transfer function. Frequency response bounds 
for these approximations are then derived from finite rank perturbation 
results. 
Keywords 
Hankel norm, Hardy spaces, H,, model order reduction, rational approximation. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
An important question when modelling dynamic systems is whether a model can be 
simplified without undue loss of accuracy. A measure of the complexity of a linear state- 
space model, 
is the dimension, n, of its state vector z(t). In (1.1)-(1.2), u(t) E Cm, z(t) E Cn, y(t) E CP 
for all t, and A, B, C are complex matrices of compatible dimensions. Low order models 
will give more efficient simulations and, for example, control system design calculations. 
Approximating (1.1)-(1.2) by a reduced order system, 
where i ( t )  E ck, k < n, is termed a model reduction problem. Substantial progress has 
been made on problems of this type in recent years by the use of truncated balanced 
realizations as introduced by Moore (1981) and optimal Hankel-norm approximations as 
given in Adamjan, Arov and Krein (1971). The first method truncates states from a 
particular realization but has not been shown to be optimal in any sense; whereas the 
second method minimizes a specific norm of the error between (1.1)-(1.2) and (1.3)-(1.4). 
Both methods have been shown to give excellent results in many application areas. If we 
define the corresponding transfer functions as 
then we might consider minimizing a variety of norms on the error system, G(s) - ~ ( s ) .  
The induced norm corresponding to &-norms on the signals is the H,-norm of (G(s) - 
~ ( s ) ) ,  denoted IIG - G 11,. One of the reasons for the success of the above two methods 
is that both have been shown to be close to optimal with respect to the H,-norm [see 
Enns (1984) and Glover (1984)l. 
Glover (1984) gave a characterizations of all optimal Hankel-norm approximations of 
a given G(s) toget her with an upper bound on ( 1  G - G 11,. The approach taken involved 
some lengthy calculations and it is the primary purpose of the present paper to re-derive 
many of these results in a self-contained but more efficient manner, hence giving greiter 
insight into the technique and its derivation. 
Background to the problem can be found in Glover (1984) and referehce to more recent 
works, especially that of Ball and Ran (1986), can be found in Francis (1987) together 
with its application to H,-control problems. The approach to be described here was also 
partly presented in Glover(1987) and Glover, Curtain, and Partington (1988). 
In section 2 a number of background results will be stated and for completeness most 
will be derived. Section 3 then considers a sub-optimal Hankel-norm approximation prob- 
lem, whereas section 4 considers the optimal case. Section 5 then derives the H,-norm 
upper bounds. 
The following notation will be used. For A E CnXm, A' denotes its complex conjugate 
transpose and At denotes its pseudo inverse. C+ and C- denote the open right and left 
half planes respectively. RRZ,'; denotes the space of proper rational p x m-matrix-valued 
functions of s E C, analytic in C +  (i.e. poles in C,). Similarly RRZ,? functions are 
analytic in C-, and Q E RRZ,;,) implies that Q = G+ F for G E R%P,1';, F E R%Z,? 
with G of McMillan degree 5 k. For Q E RRE,:(,) 
llQlloo := supa(Q(jw))  
W 
where a denotes the maximum singular value. S tate-space realizations are denoted 
and 
[Note that in contrast to Francis (1987), R'H, will include rational functions with 
complex coefficients.] 
2 PRELIMINARIES 
A number of results on the manipulation of matrices and systems will be required. Since 
some results are not easily accessible, proofs or outlines of proofs will also be included for 
tutorial reasons when appropriate. 
2.1 Unitary dilation of matrices 
A standard approach to representing a contraction is to imbed it in a unitary operator (a 
dilation of the contraction). Constant matrices will be considered first. 
Lemma 2.1 Let Dll E CPXm satisfy Di1Dl1 5 I with the nullity of I - Di1Dl1 = r .  
Then there ezist D12 E C P X ( P - ' ) ,  D21 E c ( ~ - ~ ) ~ ~ ,  D22 E ~ ( ~ - ~ ) ~ ( p - ~ )  such that 
D12Di2 = I - DllDil ,  
DilD21 = I-Di1D11, 
R I  1 D22 = - D ~ ~ D ~ ~ ( D ~ ~ ) '  = -(D21) DllDl2, where Df2D12 = I = Dzl D:, 
Proof. With Dn := -Dzl D',,(Df2)' note that 
Dip22 = - ~ : 1 ~ 2 1 ~ : 1 ( ~ ; 2 ) '  
= (DilDii  - 1)Di1(Df2)' 
= 
-Dil D12Di2(DG)' = -D;l D12 
Di2D22 = D f 2 ~ 1 1  ~ i 1 ~ 2 1  (DL)' 
= of  ~ i i ( ~  - D i l D i i ) ~ i l ( ~ k ) '  
= ~ f 2 ~ 1 2 ~ : 2 ~ 1 1 ~ ; 1 ( ~ , " 2 ) '  
= I - Di2D12 
which, together with the definition of Dzl, verifies that DID = I .  D D' = I then gives the 
other expression for Dz2. 
Lemma 2.2 Let B E C n X m ,  C E CpXn have rank - r and satisfy C'C = BB'.  Then there 
exists a unitary D E ~ ( ~ + p - ' ) ~ ( " + p - ' )  where D = Dl1 21 Dl2 I ) Dl,  = -CitB = -CBlt 
such that [ C' 0 ] D + [ B 0 ] = 0 
Proof. Let C = UICIV,' with UiUl = I, V,'Vl = I, detCl # 0 be the SVD of C. Define 
Wl. = B1&C;'. Then 
w;wl = C ; ~ ~ ~ B B ~ V ~ C ; ~  =I,  
-1 I Dll = -c'+B = -UICl V,B = -UIWi, 
Dl1B1 = -UlC;'vCtC = -U~C;'~&C:V; = -C, 
C1DllD;,C = v1qV; = C'C 
=+ (C'D11 + B)(Di1C + B') = 0 + C1D11+ B = 0, 
B = V,CIWi; B4= &C;lW;, 
Dll = -CB4 
The construction is completed by choosing Dl2, Dzl such that [ Ul, Dl2 ] and [ Wl, Dkl ] 
are unitary. 
2.2 Linear fractional maps 
Consider the feedback system of Fig. 1. 
Figure 1: The linear fractional map 
We will refer to the transfer function from w to z as the linear ji-actional map of K 
with coefficient matrix P, denoted 
where 
and dimensions are compatible. Similarly feedback around the upper loop is denoted 
3,,(P, J) = P22 + P2, J(I - PI, J)-I P12. Redheffer (1960) proves many results on such 
transformations, some of which are now given. Notice that for the feedback loop to be 
well-posed, the condition det(I - Pz2(a3)I{(a3)) # 0 is required. 
Theorem 2.3 Let det(I - Pz2 I{)(oo) # 0. Then 
(a) If llPlloo I 1, IlI{lloo I 1, then 
(b) If PNP = I and Ii'" Ii' = I then 
(;) If PPN = I and K K N  = I then 
(d) If Pzl has generically full mw nznk with PNP = I and IJK(1, > 1 then 
(e) If P12 has generically full column nznk with PPN = I and 1 1  K 1 1 ,  > 1 then 
(f) If nznk Pzl(jw) = pl V w E R U oo with P N P  = I then I(Fl(P, K)II, < 1 if and 
only if 1 1  Klloo < 1. 
(g) If rank P12(jw) = rn2 V w E R U oo with PPN = I then IJE(P,  K ) ( ( ,  < 1 if and 
only if 11 KII, < 1. 
Proof. Consider the system of Fig. 1, which will be well-posed by assumption, and 
consider the signals w, u, r , y at frequency w. 
(a) 1wI2 + lu12 2 Ir12 + J Y 1 2  since llPll, 5 1. Further, ) J K J ( ,  5 1 + luI2 5 l y 1 2  and 
hence Iw12 + lu12 2 1rI2 + lu12 for all w and the result follows. 
(b) u = K y  + Ju12 = ylKIKy = l y J2 ,  also ( % I 2  + ly12 = (w12 + lu12 = (w12 + Iy12 + IrI2 = 
IwJ2 V W ,  y and the result follows. 
(c) is the dual of (6) 
(d) Consider a frequency w such that b(K( jw) )  > 1 and PZl(jw) has full row rank. Then 
there exists ij such that ii = K(jw)ij, ICI > 161. Now let w = Pzl(jw)+(ij - P22(jw)C); 
then y = P21w + P22u = p21pil(ij - P22K9) + Pz2Ky * y = i j ,  u = 6 ,  since 
P ~ ~ P ~ ,  = I. Hence lr12 + lyI2 = Jw12 + luJ2 > Iw12 + l y 1 2  + lrl > Jwl for this w and 
w and the result follows. 
(e) is the dual of (d) 
(f) and (g) Follow in the same way as (d). 
It is therefore seen that if P is an all-pass system then the feedback system will have 
norm strictly less than unity if and only if the feedback term satisfies 1 1  I(11, < 1. The 
location of the closed-loop poles can also be deduced as follows: 
Lemma 2.4 Let P E R'H,,-(k) and I( E R'H,,-(11 satisfy 1 1  P22KI(, < 1. Then 
Proof. A proof is given in Glover et al. (1988) and just observes that the open-loop 
poles move continuously to the closed-loop poles as the feedback gain is increased, but 
cannot cross the imaginary axis due to the condition on P2, K. o 
Furthermore the location of any cancellations in the feedback can be examined as 
follows [a similar result is in Limebeer and Hung (1987)l. 
Lemma 2.5 Let P have the state-space realization 
where rnnk D12 = m2, rnnk Dzl = f i r  B2 = BzoDlz, C2 = D2iC20, and let K have a 
minimal realization. Then 
(a) All unobservable modes of the natunal realization of Fl(P, K )  a n  contained i n  
Xi(A - BmCl). 
(b) All uncontmllable modes of the natuml realization of Fl(P, K )  are contained i n  
Ai(A - B1Cm). 
The naturnl realization of Fl(P, K )  refers to the feedback connection of the realizations 
for P and K .  
Proof. Let K have the minimal realization K = I-!-$]. Then the state-space 
equations for the closed loop are: 
where Ll := ( I  - Dp D)-', LI := ( I  - D D ~ ~ ) - ' .  
Suppose Z ( P ,  K )  has unobservable state (x', y')' and mode A; then the P - B - H 
test [Kailath (198011 gives 
I f  x = 0 then C y  = 0 and Ay = 0 which contradicts ( A , C )  being completely observable. 
Hence x # 0 and X E X;(A - B20C1) and part (a) is proven. Part (b) is a dual result. 
The following corollary is now an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. 
Corollary 2.6 Let P E 727i,,-(k), P $! 7Z7i,,-(k-1), have a state-space mlization as 
in Lemma 2.5 with 
Re A;( A - B2oCl) 2 0 
ReAi(A- CmBl) 2: 0 
and let K E 727i,,-(t), K 6 7Z7i,,-(t-l), and ((KP~ZII ,  < 1. 
3 1 ( p ,  K )  E R%,-(k+t) 
6 ( P ,  K )  6 Z3.1,,-(k+t-1). 
The following lemma concerns the inversion of a linear fractional map. 
Lemma 2.7 Let P and K be national transfer function matrices, and let G = z ( P ,  K ) .  
Then 
(a) If P and K are proper with det(I - PnK)(oo) # 0 then G is pmper. 
(b) If P12 and PZ1 have generically full column and row rank respectively, then z ( P ,  K )  = 
3,(P,  K2)  implies that K1 = Kz.  
(c) If P and G are proper, detP(oo) # 0,  det ( P +  [ : 1) (00) # 0 and Plz and 
PZ1 are square and invertible for almost all s, then K is proper and 
K = ~ ~ ( p - 1 ,  G )  
Proof. 
(a) is immediate from the definition of 3,(P, K ) .  
(b) follows from the identity 
(c) Let Q = P-l, which will be proper since det P(oo) # 0, and define 
K = 3 u ( Q ,  G)  = Q22 + QsIG(I  - Q I I G ) - ~ Q ~ z  
= [Q2zQi;(I - Q11G) + Q21G](I - Q I ~ G ) - ~ Q ~ ~  
= P i l ( G  - Pii)(I - QiiG)-'Qis 
This expression is well-posed and proper since at s = oo 
det(I -Ql lG)  = det ( I -  [ I 0 ] P-'[ I 0 ]'G) 
We also need to ensure that 3,(P, I<) is well-posed: 
and det(I - P2,1r') # 0 since P i 1  exists and Q;;' = P12 - P11P,i1P22. Hence the 
LFT are both well-posed and we immediately obtain that 3 , (P ,  Ir') = G as required 
on substituting for K and ( I  - PnK) as above. 0 
Remark 2.1 The proof of part (c) was primarily to show that the feedback systems were 
well-posed. A simple interpretation of the result is given by considering the signals in the 
feedback systems, assuming they are well-posed, as follows: 
hence 
2.3 Hankel Operators 
It is now well-known that Hankel operators play an important role in model reduction 
and H, design [see Francis (1987), Glover (1984), and the references therein]. General 
results on Hankel operators, particularly for the infinite rank case, can be found in the 
books by Power (1982) and Partington (1988). 
Let the Hankel operator, r, corresponding to the stable system G(s) = C(s I - A)-'B 
be defined as 
where h(t) = CeAtB. 
The rank of rc is the McMillan degree of G and it will have a singular value decom- 
position 
n 
where the a; are the ordered (Hankel) singular values, also denoted a;(G), and (v;, w;) the 
corresponding Schmidt pairs. Let the controllability and observability Grarnians X, Y. be 
given by the unique solutions to the Lyapunov equations, 
Further, let XYx; = aizx;, x:Yx; = 1. Then it is easily verified [see Glover (1984)l that 
Now let us consider the Hankel-norm approximation, that is, approximating rc by re 
of rank k < n. The main result of Adamjan, Arov and Krein (1971) is that inf IJrc-re)I = 
O ~ + ~ ( G ) ,  and the derivation in Glover (1984) to derive all solutions to this problem is 
quite involved. Sections 3 and 4 will give a much more economical derivation based on 
the results in this section. The present derivation will, however, still be based on the 
central all-pass construction in Glover (1984). 
First, a general result on approximating operators (not necessarily Hankel operators) 
is given. 
Lemma 2.8 Let I' : X1 + X2 be an operator on the Hilbert spaces XI and X2 with 
Schmidt vectors (v;, w;) : 
where 
o i > o i + l , I ~ ; I = l v i l = l  j o r a l l i  
~ j f  : Xl + X2 is ojrank k then ill?-f 11 2 o k + ~ .  Further ijok > o k + 1  and 11I'-f 11 = o k + l  
then (I' - f ) V L + ~  = ~ k + ~ w k + ~ .  
Proof. The proof is taken from Partington (1988, Theorem 6.14). Let P be the projec- 
tion from X2 onto span(wl, wz, ..wk+l); then 
IlP(I' - fill 5 III' - f 11. 
Consider the following restriction of pi?: 
~f : Lin span (vl , .., vk+l) + Lin span (wl , ..wk+l) 
which hap rank 5 k and hence there exists x E k e r ( ~ f ) ,  llxJ( = 1 say x = Xtzi aivi with 
xi"=+; a = 1. 
Further if 11 I' - f 11 = o k + l  and o k  > ok+,  , then 
Also since llrz - fzll 5 o k + 1  and I'x = I'vk+l = ok+lwk+l, (wk+l, fvk+l) = 0. Then 
f vk+* = 0 and the result follows. 0 
Specialising this result to Hankel operators and interpreting it in the frequency domain 
gives the following result [see Francis (1987, page 71) for the k = 0 case]. 
Lemma 2.9 Let the Hankel operator I'G have Schmidt pairs as above with o k  > ~ k + ~ .  
Let Q E ax,,,(k) be such that 
then 
where 
V(s) = Laplace transform of vk+l(t) E Hz(rhp) 
W ( s )  = Laplace transform of wk+l(t) E Hz(rhp). 
Note that for XYx; = a:x;, 
V - )  = B1(-sI - ~')-'Yxk+~o;:, 
W(s) = C ( s I  - A)- ' x~+I  
Proof. Let Q = -G + F with (5 rational of McMillan degree k and F E 727im,-. 
1JG.- (f + Fllw = uk+l implies that llrc - < uk+l and hence by Lemma 2.8, 
and recalling that the Hankel operator, rc, is equivalent to a Toeplitz operator with 
symbol, G, followed by a projection [Francis (1987)] we have in the frequency domain 
that 
where 
Hence 
and IIG + 8 11- = uk+i implies 
ll(G + Q)v(-s)llz 5 uk+i 
U(-s) + F(s)V(-s) E H: implies that 
ll(G + Q)v(-s)ll: = u;+lllwll: + IlU(-s) + F(s)v(-s)ll: 
= d + 1 +  IlU(-s) + F(s)v(-s)II: 
2 5 Uk+l 
Therefore, U(-s) + F(s)V(-s) = 0 and the result follows. Similarly for the dual 
result. 
Note that in the case when G is scalar that Lemma 2.9 implies that 
and the difEculty is to demonstrate that Q E Hy,) [Adamjan et al. (1971)]. 
2.4 All-pass systems 
The approach taken in Glover (1984) to optimal Hankel norm approximation is to con- 
struct an augmented all-pass error system, and then to connect a contraction around the 
augmented system to generate all solutions. A characterization of all-pass systems is given 
in Glover (1984, Theorem 5.1) and is now re-stated. 
Lemma 2.10 
(a) Let G(s) = D + C(sI  - A)-'B be a minimal realization. Then GG" = G"G = I if 
and only if 3 X = XI, Y = Y' such that 
(i) X Y  = I 
(ii) DD' = I 
(iii) AX + X A' + B B' = 0 
(iv) DB' + CX = 0 
(v) D' D = I 
(ui) A'Y + Y A  + C'C = 0 
(uii) D'C + B'Y = 0 
(b) Conditions (ii) - (iv) above imply GGm = I 
(c) Conditions (v) - (vii) above imply GmG = I 
Note that stability is not assumed and parts (b) and (c) do not need rninimality. 
An all-pass dilation of transfer functions can be obtained as follows and entirely anal- 
ogously to Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.11 Let IIGllJ(, 5 1 then defining 
G12 : G12GT2 = I - G l l q l  
G2i : Gf;,G2i = I - GGGll 
when G12 and G z  a n  of generically full column mnk. Then 
makes 
Proof. The proof is identical to Lemma 2.1 except that we take a generic point on 
s = jw .  This then gives GmG = I for almost all s = jw and hence for all s. 
2.5 Alternative Linear F'ract ional Transformat ions 
An alternative approach to many of the results stated in this section is via coprime 
factorizations over R'H,,, (see Vidyasagar(l985)), although it is usual to consider fac- 
torizations over R'H,,+ in control problems. A right coprime factorization of G over 
R'H,,- is given by G = NM-' where N, M E R3-1,,- and there exist X, Y E R3-1,,- 
such that the following right Bezout identity or right Diophantine identity is satisfied: 
If G E R'H,,-(k), G 6 R"H,,-(k-l) with G = NM-I as above, then det M(s) will have 
precisely k zeros (including multiplicities) in C-, or equivalently, since M has no poles 
in C, the principle of the argument gives that the winding number of det M(s) about 
the origin, as s traverses the Nyquist D contour, is equal to k, (see Vidyasagar(l985) for 
more details). Hence the McMillan degree of the stable part of G can be determined. 
When Pzl is invertible for almost all s then the following alternative form of the linear 
fractional transformation can be used: 
where K = UV" is a right coprime factorization over R'H,,,. It is straightforward to 
verify that P and 8 are related as follows: 
This representation is used extensively in the literature and the monographs of Dym(1989) 
and Helton(1987) contain a wealth of results in this area. 
Now let us consider Corollary 2.6 in this framework. The assumptions that B2,= 
BmDl2 and C2 = D21C20 imply that, 
G = f i (P ,  K )  = Te(D12KD21) 
where, 
and 
and it is easy to verify that, 
The assumptions that Re Xi(A - BICm) > 0 and Re Xi(A - B2,-C1) > 0 imply that 
0, 8-' E R'H,,, , which are the fundamental assumptions being made. Now let Dl? K Dzl 
have right coprime factorization UV-I with X U  + YV = I and U, V, X, Y E R'H,,-, then 
is a right coprime factorization of G since 
The above winding number result, together with the identities, 
det(921U + 922V) = det(9z2) det(V) det(I  + 9; ; l921~~'~)  
= det (022) det (V) det (I - P22 K )  
det (s I - A) 
det(922) = det (JI - A + BICm) 
and 11 P22KI1, < 1 gives that the number of poles in C- for G is precisely k + .f. 
Results analagous to Theorem 2.3 involve so so-called J-inner functions (J := 
O is J-inner if ONJO = J for s = jw,  with O E R7i,,-, (again R7i,,+ is more commonly 
used). For such O then Te maps the unit ball onto the unit ball. This representation is 
more natural in, for example, the work of Ball and Ran (1986) on Hankel-norm approxi- 
mation and Green et  al. (1988) on a generalization to the Nehari problem. 
3 SUB-OPTIMAL HANKEL-NORM APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section the problem of approximating a Hankel operator rG of rank n by re of 
rank k < n will be considered. Indeed, all solutions re to the problem 
JIG - G I ~ H  = Ilro - < 0 (3.5) 
for some a will be solved. It will be shown that this problem is equivalent to finding all 
Q E RW,",:(k) such that 
llG + QIloo < a. (3.6) 
This equivalence is a consequence of a theorem due to Nehari (1957) for which we will 
give an independent derivation. 
3.1 All-pass dilations 
Firstly note that for G E R'Hg,; of degree n and Q E R'H~,;~), Q = -F - G for 
F E R'Hg,?, 6 E .R712,; we have 
IlG + QIIm 2 IlG - G I I H  = llro - 2 gk+~(G). (3.7) 
The first inequality is standard since the Hankel operator is a restriction of the convG 
lution operator [see for example Francis (1987) or Glover (1984, Lemma 6.2)]. The final 
inequality follows from Lemma 2.8 since rank(r&) 5 k. Hence in order for (3.5) to have 
a solution, a > uk+l is required. Further it will be assumed that a < uk and without loss 
of generality that u = 1 (a scaling of G can achieve this). That is, 
(*m)X(m+p) such that G. + J is all-pass, where We will now construct J E H,,-(,) 
Now from Lemma 2.10, E will be all-pass if there exists X, = X: such that 
A,X, + X,A: + BeBL = 0 (3.11) 
D,DL = I (3.12) 
D,B: + C,X, = 0 (3.13) 
Now let X and Y be the controllability and observability Grarnians of G satisfying 
A X + X A f + B B f = O  
A'Y + YA+CfC = 0 
so that a?(G) = X;(XY). The (1,l) block of (3.11), bearing in mind the form of A, in 
(3.10), gives that [ I 0 ] X, [ I 0 1 '  = X. Further X;1(3.11)X;1 and (3.13) give 
and hence [ I 0 ] X;' [ I 0 I t  = Y. Let us now postulate a form for Xe, given by 
where Z := XY - I. 
Although this form for Xe is apparently taken 'out of the air', its form is fixed once 
the dimension of A is chosen to be that of A and the (1,2) block of Xe is assumed to be 
nonsingular (which is then transformed to the identity by a similarity transformation on 
the realization of J). Lemma 8.2 in Glover (1984) in fact generates all possible X, but 
the present approach does not require this. All that is required is the particular candidate 
solution in (3.17). Now let us solve for A, B, and 6 given some unitary D.. 
C is obtained from the (1,l) block of (3.13); B from the (1,l) block of (3.13) x X;', 
A from the (2,l) block of (3.11). 
(3.21) is obtained from the (1,2) block of (3.16) and will be valid once (3.11) and (3.13) 
are verified. 
(3.18) and (3.19) give that 
(3.14) and (3.19) give (3.11) x [ ] = 0, and (3.15) gives that 
and hence 
which implies that (3.11) is satisfied. Hence the required all-pass equations are satisfied, 
and given Xe there are precisely the correct number of equations to generate A, 8, and 
&. Furthermore A will have 5 k eigenvalues in the open left half plane since YZt-' has 
k positive eigenvalues, 
and by Theorem 3.3(2) in Glover (1984). A final property of J that will be required in 
Theorem 3.2 to characterize all solutions is that, for Dlz  and Dzl invertible, 
from (3.20) and (3.15). Similarly (3.21) and (3.19) give 
The following theorem can now be stated: 
Theorem 3.1 Given G E R?iP,13 defined by (3.8) then: 
(a) Then ezists Q E R'HpXm such that (IG + Q1(, < 1 i f f  ak+l(G) = x:$(xY) < 1,  
'*-'ki where X and Y a n  grven y (3.14) and (3.15). 
(b) If ak(G)  > 1 > ak+l(G) then J defined by (3.9), (3.14)-(3.20) satisfies J € 
R'HZ,?(k) 
Proof. If IIG + 9 ( 1 ,  < 1 then (3.7) implies that ak+l ( G )  < 1. Conversely, if ak+l  ( G )  < 
1 < o k ( G )  then the construction of J has bem shown to yield J E R'HE,;(k), with (G.+ J )  
all-pass. F'urthermore J12( jw)  is full rank for all w (including w)  since J;;' has 'A-matrix' (A - &D;;&) = -A' by (3.23) and hence J12 has no zeros on the imaginary axis since 
A is stable. Hence JIG - J l l ( ( ,  < 1. I f  a; > 1 > ai+l = ur, = ak+l  for some i < k then the 
same construction can be used with k replaced by i, again giving Jll as a suitable 9. 
3.2 Characterization of all 'solutions 
Once the all-pass dilation of Theorem 3.1 has been constructed, the results of section 2 
can be applied to show that all solutions are characterized as follows. 
Theorem 3.2 Given G E R=;l defined by (3.8) with a k ( G )  > 1 > U ~ + ~ ( G ) ,  then all 
Q E R W z , z ( k )  such that 
( ( G  + QIIm < 1 (3.25) 
are given by 
Q = E ( J ,  is) ,  is E RWz?, IIQIIoo < 1. (3.26) 
where J is defined in (3.9), (3.14)-(3.20) with D12 and Dzl invertible. 
Proof. Let Q E R'HZ,;,) be such that (3.25) holds. Then (3.26) has a solution for 
some rational proper is by Lemma 2.7 on noting that ( [,(:) : ] ) = d e t [ ' + ~ : l G ( w )  0 ] + 0  det DL det D, + 
D',,G(=) I 
since a(D;,G(=)) < 1. Furthermore, (3.25) and (3.26) imply that 
with JIG + Q(1, < 1 and J + G ,  all-pass. Hence Theorem 2.3 implies that I)isII, < 1. 
Finally Corollary 2.6 can be applied to Q = Z ( J ,  is)  to give that is E RIH,,-(o) since 
Q E R % , - ( k ) ,  J E R%,-(k) and J 4 Hm,-(k-l) (since I(G + Jlll( ,  < 1 < u k - 1 ,  and the 
realization of J satisfies (3.23) and (3.24)). 
4 OPTIMAL HANKEL-NORM APPROXIMATIONS 
In the limit as U ~ + ~ ( G )  + 1 the characterization of all solutions in Theorem 3.2 becomes 
degererate because the term Z = (XY - I )  becomes singular. It is possible to rewrite 
the equations for J in descriptor form as in Safonov et d. (1987), and this will show 
that the optimal solutions are no longer strictly proper. The characterization of all-pass 
systems can also be done for descriptor systems and this approach is taken in Glover 
et d (1989) for an 3.1, control problem. To characterize all optimal solutions we will 
exploit the constraint given by Lemma 2.8 on all (G + Q) such that ((G + QII, = 
where Q E R3.1,,,(k), and involving the Schmidt vectors of rG. Suppose that uk+l has 
multiplicity r and that uk+l = 1. 
Let the corresponding controllability and observability Grarnians be 
after a suitable change of state coordinates, with 
The Laplace transforms of the Schmidt vectors of re corresponding to uk+l are then 
where e; are the standard basis vectors. Hence from Lemma 2.9 if IIG + Qi(J = uk+l for 
Qi E R3.1,,-(k) and i = 1,2, then for W := [Wl, W2,. .  , W,], V := [K,. . . , V,] ,  
In order to characterize all optimal solutions, suppose that we can construct JO E 
(PCm-f)X(*m-r), where L is assumed to be the generic ranks of both W and V, with r n , , - ( k )  
G 0 (p+m-OX (p+m-o J:2(m) = 0, such that Gz + JO is all-pass, where Gz = 1 1 E R7io0,+ 0 0 L J 
A set of solutions would then be given by 
since G + Q = Ff (Gz + JO, i9) so that I(G + Q((, I 1 by Theorem 2.3 and Q E RL,-(k) 
by Lemma 2.4. Now suppose that Q E and (JG + QI, I 1; then (4.2) and (4.3) 
together with JIG: + JOI(, = 1 imply that 
Furthermore J,O, and J& have generically full column and row ranks respectively, so that 
for a generic point s, Q - J& E {null space of W") > {range space Jf2),  but these 
two spaces will both have dimension p - l and are hence equal; similarly for J&. Hence 
the equation 
has a rational solution Q, which will be proper. @ ( I  - Ji2i9)-' = Q is achieved by setting 
Q = ( I  + Q J,",)-l Q, which is well-posed since J;",(oo) = 0 and this satisfies Q  = 3 ( J 0 ,  @). 
~ h k r e m  2.3 and Corollary 2.6 can then be applied to prove that E R'H,,-, i l @ l l ,  < 1 .  
It only remains to construct J0 and verify its properties and this is a minor variation 
of the all-pass construction of section 3 and gives the following results. 
Let the realization of G  be partitioned conformally with X  and Y as 
The Lyapunov equations for X  and Y then give 
-All - A',, = BIB', = CiCl 
and hence by Lemma 2.2 there exists a unitary Dz = E ~ ( p - + m - ~ x  (*&;-I) 
where e = rank C1 = rank B1, such that 
[ c ;  O ] D : + [ B ~  o ] = o  
A suitable value for X,", the solution to the all-pass equations, is given by 
I 0  0 I 0  0 
(4 .4 )  
0 I ~ 2 ; '  - 2 2  22x2 
It is then a straightforward exercise to verify that the all-pass equations are satisfied 
by the following realization of JO: 
This realization of JO clearly satisfies the required stability assumptions for Corollary 2.6. 
Furthermore, the generic rank of W 2 rank lim,,, s W = rank Cl = ! and since W" J& = 
0, W has generic rank e. Hence the characterization of all solutions is proven. This result 
is now stated without the ak+l = 1 assumption which is removed by a simple scaling. 
Theorem 4.1 Let G  E R'HZ,? satisfy ak(G) > uk+,(G). Then there ezists a Q E 
R e , ? ( k )  such that I(G + 911, 5 a  i f  and only if a  1 U ~ + ~ ( G ) .  Furthermore all solutions 
t 0 
are given by 
where JO is constructed as follows. Let G = :: ] be a realization of G with 
Cl c2 
controllability and observability Gramians given by a1 0 [ ] and [ 1 ,  respec- 
0 x2 0 y2 
tively, and with Z2 = X2Y2-a2 I invertible. Define D,  = Dl1 Dl2 ~ ( p + m - t ) x ( p + m - t )  I D21 0 1 L - -  a 
according to Lemma 2.2 where l = rank C1 = rank B1, and 
[ c ;  O ] D . + [ B l  0 1  = o .  
Then J0 is given by 
The set of all G E 'RH,,+ of McMillan degne k such that IIG - G l l H  = ok+1(G) is 
given by (5 = -Q + F for F E XH,.-, with Q us above. 
5 FREQUENCY RESPONSE BOUNDS 
Section 4 war concerned with finding Q E 72W~l;) such that l1G + Q11, 5 ak+l, the 
optimal achievable norm, and by (3.7) this implia that for Q = -&- F with & E RE,,+, 
F E R'H,,, we have 
and hence the characterization of all optimal Hankel-norm approximations is given by the 
causal part of -Q. The question now arises as to whether G is a good approximation to 
G in the H,-norm. The results of this section will now re-derive some of those of Glover 
(1984) but in a more efficient manner. The basic approach is to exploit the optimality of 
6 + F and to show that 1 1  Fll, can be bounded. 
In order to bound 1 1  Fll, we will first re-state Corollary 9.3 from Glover (1984). 
Lemma 5.1 Let G ( s )  E RW2,y have Hankel singular values a1 > 0 2  - > O N ,  where 
each oi has multiplicity r;, and let G ( m )  = 0. Then 
(a) llGll, I 2(01+ 0 2  + . . . + O N )  
(b) there ezists a constant D such that I(G - D(I, 5 (ol + a2 + . . . + cN) 
Proof. The proof of this lemma just involves computing J0 in Theorem 4.1 for k = 
n - r ~ .  The form of X ,  and X;' then give that J0 E R'H,,+ and that r$(JO) = Xi(KX2), 
JIG: + JOll, = ON. Now JO can be approximated in the same way and this repeated until 
just a constant remains. 
A lemma on all-pass systems is now stated. 
Lemma 5.2 Let E = satisfy the all-pass equations of Lemma 2.10 and let A 
have dimension nl+n2 with nl eigen-values strictly in the left halfplane and n2 < nl eigen- 
values strictly in the right half plane. If E = G + F with G E R'HP,1; and F E R W ~ , ~  
then, 
In particular this result holds if E = G + F is all-pass with G E R'Hg,'; of degree n l ,  
and F E R'HZ,: of degree nz < nl .  
Proof. Firstly let the realization be transformed to, 
A1 0 B1 
E =  [ 0 A i l & ]  =[%], R.eAi(Al)<O, R.eAi(A2)>Ol 
Cl c2 D 
in which case G = [e] , F = [el. The all-pass equations of Le- 2.10 
(i)-(vii) are then satisfied by a transformed X and Y, partitioned as, 
Xl x2 K %' 
X =  [Xi X3] '  Y =  [ Y i  Y3] 
X Y  = I implies that, 
det(AI - XI%) = det(AI - ( I  - X2&)) 
= det((A - 1 ) I +  X2G) 
= (A - l)nl'na det((A - 1 ) I +  &X2) 
= (A - l)nl-na det(AI - Y3X3) 
The result now follows on observing that ui(G) = Ai(Xlx) and a?(FU) = Ai(X3z). The 
final statement then follows from Lemma 2.10 which gives the existence of suitable X and 
Y when the realization is minimal. 0 
Corollary 5.3 Let G D n d  JO be as defined in Theorem 4.1 and write J0 = &: + F,O with 
E 7ZWzT and F,O E R'Hg,?. Then for i = 1,2, ..., 2k + r ,  
oi(G: - Q) = ok+l(G), 
and f o r i =  1,2 ,..., n - k - r ,  
oi+~k+r(G) 5 oi(F;-) = oi+2k+r(G: - &) 5 ci+k+r(G) 
Proof. The construction of JO ensures that the all-pass equations are satisfied and an 
inertia argument easily establishes that the A-matrix has precisely n + k eigen-values in 
the open lhp and n - k - r in the open rhp. Hence Lemma 5.2 can be applied to give 
the equalities. The inequalities are standard results on the singular vaues of finite rank 
perturbations and follow from the mini-max definition of singular values, see for example 
Theorem 1.4 in Partington(l988). 0 
The following result can now be derived and is similar to Theorem 9.7 and Corollary 9.9 
in Glover (1984). 
Theorem 5.4 Let Q = fi(JO, 9 )  be given by Theorem 4.1 for 9 a constant contmction, 
and let Q = -& - F for 6 E 7Z'HH,+, F E 7Z'HH,-. Then 
(a) oi(G - 6)  5 *k+l(G) , i = 1,2, ..., 2 k + r  0;-k(G) i = 2 k + r +  1, ..., n +  k 
(d) there ezists a Do such that 
(i) 6 := I(F - Dollm 5 ~ ~ g f - '  o;(F") 
(ii) llG - 6 - D011ca 5 ok+l (G) + 6 5 ot+l(G) + ~:i:-' ~i+,+r(G).  
Proof. 
(4 IIG-G I I H  = uk+i(G) > u j ( ~ - ~ )  for all i .  Further, as in Corollary 5.3 for i > 2k+r, 
U;(G-G) = inf I(G - G - Ki ( (H 
deg(K1 )+l 
(71) Standard finite rank perturbation result as in (a). 
(c) By Lemma 2.1 we will dilate 
that by Theorem 2.3 
is all-pass and satisfies an all-pass equation with X," as in (4.4), with Qa = 
having the same state dimension as Jo  (i.e. n - k - r) . Lemma 5.2 can now be 
applied to (Ga + Qa) = (Ga - (5. - Fa) toget her with part (a) applied to ui(Ga - Ga), 
to give the result. 
(d) This follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 and part (c). 
Remark 5.1 If a non-constant 9 is used to generate Q, then weaker frequency response 
bounds are obtained by first dilating Q to an all-pass Qa of the same degree as Q [see 
Glover (1984, Theorem 5.2)). Then the bounds on ui(FM) can be derived but will be 
weaker. 
Remark 5.2 Note that Theorem 5.4(a) and Lemma 5.1 could be used to derive a bound 
on JIG - 6 - Do!(,. However, this would give an extra term of (2k+r)uk+'(G) and would 
be much weaker but would not depend on Q being a constant. 
Remark 5.3 Trefethen and Gutknetch(l983) have proposed using this method in the 
scalar case, which they call the Carathhdory FejCr method, for real rational approxima- 
tion on [-e, el and for complex uniform rational approximation on the disk of radius e. 
They obtain asymptotic results as e -+ 0, essentially giving that u&+r - 0(e2'+') and 
that l(Fll, - O ( C ~ & + ~ ) .  These estimates show that in this asymptotic sense the term 
F becomes insignificant and hence G gives an essentially optimal approximant in the 
%,-norm. Note that this asymptotic norm bound is substantially smaller than could be 
deduced from Theorem 5.4. 
Example 
We, now give an example to illustrate the results of Theorem 5.4. Let 
This is an example of a transfer function with a positive semidefinite symmetric Hankel 
operator, and hence its eigen-values equal its singular values. Also its poles and zeros are 
interlaced on the negative real axis and JIG(1, = 2 z,, - ai(G). The singular values, ui(G) 
are given in Table 1. The optimal Hankel norm approd-ts, &k, of degrees k = 1, . . . ,7 
were calculated together with the anti-causal terms Fk. Table 1 also gives the U;-~-~(F?), 
verifying the inequalities of Corollary 5.3 which can in fact be shown to be always strict 
for systems with interlaced poles and zeros. The frequency response error is in fact given 
by 
with the bound of Theorem 5.4 (d)(i) and the first inequality of (d) (ii) both equalities. 
For small values of k the error curves, (G(jw) - ek(jw) - Do), are far from being circular, 
in contrast to Remark 5.3, and that for k = 2 is plotted in Figure 1. 
This example has not been chosen to illustrate the utility of the method, since this is a 
very difficult system to approximate with its poles spanning 8 orders of magnitude. It has 
however been chosen to illustrate the theoretical bounds and the fact that they may be 
tight. The truncated balanced realization technique will give errors equal to 2 oi(G) 
on examples of this type. 
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